
Financial Needs

Circle One Amount

Robert Stapleton Endowment _______

Student Books and Software _______

Student Travel Expenses _______

2023 PTP Expenses _______

Willie Alvarenga Support _______

Jesse Martinez Support _______

Pat McIntosh Support _______

Kevin W. Rhodes Support _______

Heath Stapleton Support _______

General Fund _______

Student (English or Spanish) _______
(Underline which)

South Africa Travel Fund _______
(Cape Bible School)

Where Needed _______

Calendar of Events

Sept. 26-30 Marshfield Campaign
October 3 First Day of Fall Quarter
Nov. 21-25 Thanksgiving Break
December 2 Christmas Party
Dec. 19-Jan. 1Winter Break
Jan. 2 First Day of Winter Quarter

English Faculty

Willie Alvarenga
Bill Burk

Will Cammack
Robert Dodson

Roy Gafford
Ken Gardner
Ross Haffner
J.J. Hendrix

Bryan Hodge
Richard Massey

Pat McIntosh
Randall Morris

John O’Dell
Kevin W. Rhodes

Jason Sparks
Jeremy Sprouse
Heath Stapleton
Wade Webster

Envoy to Cape Bible
School-South Africa

Mike Roberts

Spanish Faculty

Willie Alvarenga
Marco Arroyo

Salvador del Fierro, Jr.
Jaime Luna

Jesse Martinez
Osbaldo Rodriguez

Christian Torres

Speaking Schedule
Sept.-Nov. Cape Bible School - Zoom

The Book of Revelation
Oct. 16 Azle Church of Christ -

Leadership Lessons
Oct. 22-23 Gilt Edge Church of Christ

Godhead Seminar
Nov. 11-13 Marble Falls Church of Christ

Hermeneutics Seminar
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Elders
Stephen Alexander

Kevin Carroll
Russ Floyd
Doug Selby

David Webb

Director
Kevin W. Rhodes

Director
Spanish

Department
Willie Alvarenga

Academic Dean
Pat McIntosh

Dean of
Students
Roy Gafford

Dean of
Students
- Spanish

Jesse Martinez

Director of
Development

Heath Stapleton

Field
Representative

Spanish
Department

Salvador Del Fierro

The Faith of Moses…and More
Kevin W. Rhodes, Director

During my
recent
course

covering the book of
Hebrews—while
studying the well-
known faith chapter,
Hebrews 11—we
came to the section
addressing the life of

Moses and a particular problem. In
Hebrews 11:27 the author writes, “By faith
he forsook Egypt, not fearing the wrath of
the king; for he endured as seeing Him who
is invisible.” This, of course, creates a
problem when cross-referenced with Moses’
own account in Exodus, “Then he said,
‘Who made you a prince and a judge over
us? Do you intend to kill me as you killed
the Egyptian?’ So Moses feared and said,
‘Surely this thing is known!’ When Pharaoh
heard of this matter, he sought to kill Moses.
But Moses fled from the face of Pharaoh
and dwelt in the land of Midian; and he sat
down by a well” (Exo. 2:14-15). In Exodus
Moses feared for his life and fled, but in
Hebrews the writer maintains that Moses
did not fear the wrath of the king. How is it
possible to reconcile these two passages?

The proposed solutions to this problem
traditionally fall into a couple of different
veins. The first emphasizes that the Exodus
account records that Moses feared when he
realized that his killing of the Egyptian was
known rather than fearing Pharaoh himself.
However, the contextual link between Moses’
fear and Pharaoh’s wrath in the two verses
show the weakness of this contention. It also
would appear odd to argue in Hebrews that
Moses’ fleeing the country demonstrated that

he was not afraid of the king. The second
proposal argues that the writer of Hebrews’
reference to Moses’ not fearing the king
pointed to the time of the exodus rather than
Moses’ original departure at the age of 40.
However, this would create a chronological
problem in the context of Hebrews 11 since
the next verse mentions keeping the Passover,
which occurred just before the exodus.
Therefore, both of these explanations have
major issues.

Whenever an honest exegete comes across
a situation such as this, he must examine his
own assumptions to consider another point
of view. Additionally, these problems usually
indicate the need to reexamine the context in
greater detail, looking for patterns and clues
that would point toward a better explanation
more consistent with all of the evidence.
Therefore, the answer to this problem lies in
the contextual clues provided in a chapter
that seems very straightforward in its
emphasis on faith. In fact, I would argue that
a hyper-focus on the primary focus on faith
in Hebrews 11 has prevented a deeper look
at some subtleties contained within the text.

While the essentiality of obedient faith
dominates Hebrews 11 in solidifying a theme
developed as a component of each of the
book’s major points, the author includes
other recurring themes as well, weaving
them together throughout the chapter as he
begins his closing argument. The author
began the section with a description of faith
(Heb. 11:1) but then immediately followed it
with a description of God’s response to such
faith–His testimony to the value of their faith
(Heb. 11:2). He immediately reiterated this
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theme in reference to Abel (Heb. 11:4) and Enoch
(Heb. 11:5) as he led to his theological point
regarding the purpose and nature of faith (Heb.
11:6), reenforcing this later when closing the chapter
in which he included the entire list within that
“good testimony” (Heb. 11:39). But when he ceased
mentioning “testimony” specifically, he picked up on
another theme introduced in verse one: hope. More
specifically, he emphasized the hope of a godly
inheritance rooted in God’s promises. He
mentioned this with Noah (Heb. 11:7) but
developed it extensively with Abraham as the one to
whom God first made the land promise, the seed
promise, and the nation promise (Gen. 12:1-3; Heb.
11:8-19). Indeed, these prove key in the description
of the faith of Sarah, Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph (Heb.
11:11-12; 11:20-22). However, when considering
especially the faith of Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph, the
timing really matters. We tend to assume that God
spoke to them directly in each of these situations,
but that actually misses the point. To the contrary,
these men acted based upon the promises God had
made to Abraham and passed on to them. They
trusted God’s promises about the seed, the nation,
and the land so much that they made significant
decisions based upon them. In fact, the same is true
of Moses’ parents who recognized that God’s
promise of a great nation would be impossible if
they killed off their male children (Heb. 11:23). And
that leads us back to the question of Moses’ faith.

Through his parents’ faith and preparation,
Moses not only was saved from death at birth but
also was provided the opportunity to be nursed,
raised, and therefore trained by his own mother.
This faith is evident not only in the original saving
of Moses’ life but also in the faith that Moses
himself had as an adult. The phrase “when he
became of age” (Heb. 11:24) does not mean that he
finally learned about his identity once he became an
adult but that he had reached the age at which he
could make these decisions for himself and have
them recognized as his own. His decisions included
a rejection of belonging to the household of
Pharaoh and a full acceptance of his heritage as an
Israelite (Heb. 11:24b-25). The phrase “the people

of God” itself points to his faith in the nation
promise. The writer follows this with an interesting
phrase considering the context—“the reproach of
Christ.” A reference to God’s Anointed here seems
unusual unless referring to the seed promise and
how Moses valued that promise more than all the
treasure in Egypt (Heb. 11:26) because it promised a
greater reward—known only by God’s promise to
Abraham. This then leads to Hebrews 11:27 and
the original problem. We have assumed that when it
says “he forsook Egypt” that this referred to his
physically leaving the country, whether after the
discovery of his killing the Egyptian or of his
leading the Israelites out in the exodus. However, in
the context of the previous verses, both
chronologically and thematically, the decision Moses
made to forsake Egypt was something he had
determined at the same time as his other choices.
Therefore, the emphasis of leaving Egypt was the
choice to no longer consider Egypt his homeland
but rather the land promised to Abraham. This is
why it was a matter of faith. This interpretation fits
the chronology of the passage, the underlying
meaning of the word translated “forsook,” and the
themes developed within the chapter. It gives
greater context to the inclusion of the faith of
Moses’ parents. And it points to the strength of his
faith in God’s promises before he ever set foot on
holy ground.

As we have seen, the answer to a contextual
problem often lies in a closer examination of the
context itself, reconsidering rhetorical themes and
allowing the author’s emphasis to come forth rather
than keeping it in the shadows through our own
predetermined assumptions and focus. Moreover, by
stepping back and then intensifying our study, not
only are we more likely to solve a contextual
problem, but we are also almost certain to discover
how much of the text we previously neglected. It
can be humbling. That is for certain. But that is not
a downside to the process at all; it is one of its great
side-benefits.

KWR

In Honor * In Memorium

The following have recently made a donation to Brown Trail
School of Preaching as a memorial or honorarium.

Please note...

• Our Fall Quarter begins on October 3,
2022. Please pray for our students,
faculty, staff, and families as we labor in
the kingdom. And please pray that we
may be able to continue to meet in
person.

Schedule - Fall Quarter

• 1st Year Schedule:
• English II - Gardner
• Exodus - McIntosh
• Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy - Dodson
• Prison Epistles - Burk
• Bible Geography - Hendrix
• General Introduction to the Bible - Sprouse
• General Hermeneutics - McIntosh
• Homiletics II - O’Dell

• 2nd Year Schedule
• Greek IV - Gardner
• Job - Gafford
• Ezekiel & Daniel - Morris
• Jeremiah & Lamentations - Stapleton
• Romans - Rhodes
• Teaching Practicum (1 & 2 Thess.) - Rhodes
• Bible Archaeology - McIntosh
• Christian Home - Webster
• The Godhead - Rhodes

Notes and Needs

Fall Quarter 2022 Brown Trail School of Preaching

J.T. Blackstone
Michael & Gwynda Brantley

Billy Bryant
Paul Murphy

Douglas Eugene Carroll
Mae Rinehart

Jack Chance
Diane Chance

Don Crow
Dede Hight

Virginia Elliot
Deneen Calcote

Bill Hamrick
Deneen Calcote
Marcia Stapleton
MaryLea Stephens

Mary “Mickey” Heil
Mark & Linda Bass

Earl Gunn
Jim Willcox

Paul Edward Irwin
Hal & Aleta Smith

Johnnie Lou Littlejohn
Hal & Aleta Smith

Mary Neil
Randy Heil

David Pennington
Scott & Camille Alsup
Deneen Calcote
John & Ann Dragoo
MaryLea Stephens
Jim Willcox

Kathie Rice
Kayo & Kimberly Kemp

Larry Rice
Ralph & Naomi Adkison
Deneen Calcote
John & Ann Dragoo
Kayo & Kimberly Kemp
Gary & Cynthia Rice
MaryLea Stephens
Jim Willcox

Bill Sharbine
John & Ann Dragoo
MaryLea Stephens

Bill Stafford
Jim Willcox

Charles G. Stowe
Mae Rinehart

Patsy Swain
Michael & Sharon Haynes

Lois Thompson
Paul Murphy

Bobby Watts
Ralph & Naomi Adkison
Dr. & Mrs. Dallas Dill
John & Ann Dragoo
Kelli & Steve Lehrmann
Alma Payne
Joyce Rushing
MaryLea Stephens
Jim Willcox

June Watts
Ralph & Naomi Adkison
Deneen Calcote
Ellen DeLong
Alma Payne
Joyce Rushing

Vivian Wren
Jim Willcox

HONORARIUM

Caleb Griffith
Patsy Ainsworth


